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Abstract. This article analyzes the activities of non-profit organizations (NPO) based on a soci-
ological survey of 709 residents of the city Vladimir, held in 2018. Its specific goal is to study a 
wide range of citizens’ ideas about the role of non-profit organizations in solving the problems of 
the local community. The research method is a questionnaire survey. The citizens of Vladimir are 
well informed about NPOs and evaluate their activities very high. In the process of the study, the 
demand for the population of various fields of NGO activity was assessed. The results show that 
there is a serious contradiction between the demand for NPO areas of activity in the representa-
tions of the population, on the one hand, and the real needs of deprived groups of the population. 
In particular, such a socially vulnerable group of the population as persons without a fixed place 
of residence is considered as worthy of NPOs’ attention only by 16.6% of respondents. Almost as 
rarely mentioned are unemployed. An even smaller place among the priority target groups belongs 
to military personnel and members of their families, entrepreneurs, business representatives, home-
owners, women, migrants, and representatives of national minorities, as well prisoners. The majority 
considers NPOs to be the operators of governmental social policy financed by state-corporations 
and state budget. Only the minority thinks that NPOs must protect private, economic, and political 
rights. Respondents are very pessimistic towards willingness of their compatriots to participate in 
solving the problems of local community. The author concludes that, according to the ideas of the 
city residents surveyed, a number of significant deprived groups of the population find themselves 
outside the field of activity of NPOs, which, in principle, makes it difficult to reduce the state of 
social exclusion of these groups. Recommendations are provided on the need for active outreach 
among the population about the goals and opportunities of NPOs, which should be addressed by 
similar organizations themselves.
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INTRODUCTION
In modern Russia, the non-profit sector, as well as civil society as a whole, is 
going through difficult times. After it had sprouted through post-Soviet debris 
by the late 1990s, in the first decade of the 21st century independent public 
non-profit organizations were subjected to quite severe pressure from the state, 
especially those engaged in human rights work. Suspicion of independent or-
ganizations by authorities at all levels has led businesses to fear any financial 
support that is not sanctioned by political institutions. Foreign funding threat-
ens to be labeled as a foreign agent. As a result, by the end of the second dec-
ade of the 21st century, civil society institutions have virtually no source of 
funding other than state funding. This fact makes them directly dependent on 
both federal and regional authorities.

Another difficulty faced by non-profit organizations is social passivity of 
the population. Low income levels poorly contribute to active volunteering. 
The annual report of the Civic Chamber of the Russian Federation “The State 
of Civil Society in the Russian Federation in 2019” declares the progress in 
voluntary movement. The number of citizens who identify themselves as vol-
unteers has increased from 3% to 17% over the past six years. Despite this 
fact the overall state of social and civic activity in Russia remains low [12].

In this situation, it seems extremely important to identify Russian citizens’ 
views on non-profit organizations, their activity and efficiency and the main 
areas in which their work should be focused.

MAIN PART
Similar questions have already been raised in the research of non-profit or-
ganizations and their employees carried out in the Vladimir region and in the 
sociological surveys of students in Vladimir universities [4, 5, 10, 30]. The 
article presents the results of a sociological study conducted by the Mid-Rus-
sian Consulting Center research group of companies and aimed to analyze 
attitudes of representatives of a wide range of Vladimir’s social and profes-
sional groups to non-profit organizations.
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The research took place in November 2018; 709 residents of Vladimir aged 18 

years and over were interviewed by the survey method at their place of residence. 
The quota sample, represented by gender and age, is zoned according to the city 
administrative division. Men made up 43% of the sample and women 57%. The 
average age of respondents was 35 years.

The sample included employees of industry, construction, transport, communi-
cations, public sector employees (doctors, teachers, and cultural workers), munic-
ipal employees, service and sales workers, finance and credit workers, entrepreneurs, 
students, law enforcement officials, unemployed, and retired people.

Vladimir’s residents are generally well aware of the existence of such social 
phenomenon as non-profit organizations (Table 1). Only 16.1% do not know 
anything about such organizations, and 8.6% found it difficult to answer the 
question. At the same time, every fifth citizen of the city has personally en-
countered the activity of non-profit organizations (20.2%). Another quarter of 
respondents have not come across the activities of non-profit organizations 
(NPO), but have quite definite information about them (23.4%). If we take into 
account that almost a third of city residents have heard at least something about 
non-profit organizations, then we consider the majority of Vladimir residents 
to be informed to some extent about the existence and activities of NPOs. At 
the same time, the knowledge of city residents about non-profit organizations 
is rather limited: 71% could not name any organizations known to them. 

Vladimir’s residents highly appreciate the influence of non-profit organizations 
on the development of society. Half of respondents agreed with the presence of 
positive contribution (Table 2). Only 1.6% of respondents stated the negative im-
pact of non-profit organizations on the development of society. Low-level awareness 
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Table 1. The awareness level of Vladimir residents about NPOs’ activities (% of re-
spondents’ number)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than  50

Personally en-
countered NPOs’ 
activities

20.2 23.0 18.1 17.6 26.2 16.8

Definitely know 
about NPOs but 
didn’t encounter 
their activities

23.4 21.6 24.8 23.7 24.4 20.8

Heard something 
about NPOs 31.7 33.1 30.7 33.4 29.0 32.0

Know nothing about 
NPOs 16.1 12.8 18.5 17.9 11.3 19.2

Not sure 8.6 9.5 7.9 7.4 9.1 11.2
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about the activities of non-profit organizations has resulted in the high proportion 
of those who found it difficult to answer this question (37.9%). Nevertheless, a 
positive attitude prevails over a negative one. 
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Table 2. The influence of NPOs on social development (% of respondents’ number)

Answer Option Average

Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 O l d e r 
than  50

Mainly have a positive 
impact

50,8 53,1 49,0 49,6 57,9 41,6

Mainly have a negative 
impact

1,6 1,6 1,5 1,9 0,9 1,6

Have no effect 9,3 10,2 8,7 11,6 6,4 8,0
Not sure 38,4 35,1 40,8 36,9 34,8 48,8

Table 3. Distribution of answers to the question “In what social fields, the NPO activi-
ties are most demanded?” (% of respondents’ number; one could choose multiple an-
swers)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than  50

Social work and 
social protection 52,1 45,0 57,4 51,1 47,9 62,3

Charity 47,5 40,0 53,1 43,9 49,8 54,1
Health care, medi-
cine, health promo-
tion

37,7 35,0 39,7 33,3 34,2 56,6

Culture, leisure, tour-
ism, sport 35,0 34,3 35,4 43,6 28,3 21,3

Science, education 29,1 31,3 27,4 31,7 32,9 14,8
Anti-corruption 26,4 29,3 24,2 26,1 31,5 18,0
Ecology, environ-
mental protection 19,4 16,0 21,9 22,5 19,2 10,7

Protection of citi-
zens’ political rights  12,7 13,7 12,0 11,4 11,0 19,7

Economy, entrepre-
neurship 4,9 5,0 4,7 6,4 5,0 0,0

Information, consult-
ing activities 4,0 4,3 3,7 5,0 3,2 2,5

Protection of rights 
of persons deprived 
of their liberty

2,4 2,0 2,7 1,9 2,7 3,3
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If we assess the level of demand for NPO activities in various fields, Vladimir’s 

residents link the non-profit sector with the social sphere (Table 3).
In most cases, respondents believe that NPOs should engage in social work and 

social protection or charity. Human rights activities in the field of protection of 
citizens’ political rights and especially in the field of protection of rights of persons 
in custody are considered the least appropriate.

Thus, the assessment of the demand for various areas of NPO activity accurate-
ly reflects the priority of social security over legal protection and social rights over 
political and personal rights. This prevailing collective consciousness of Russians 
is well-known to sociologists. Moreover, the attitudes of Vladimir’s residents ful-
ly coincide with the priorities of the Civic Chamber of the Russian Federation. Its 
leadership also sees NPOs as primary oriented towards social protection [12]. 

In accordance with this stereotype, the target groups, that should be the primary 
focus of NPO activity, are veterans and retired people (68.7%); disabled people 
and families with disabled children (60.9%); children without parental care, street 
children, difficult adolescents (54.5%); large families, foster families, and families 
in difficult life situations (52.1%).

Low income groups who require assistance from NPOs are mentioned by less 
than half of respondents (45%). Vladimir’s residents also regard young people as 
a relatively priority target group (41.8%). 

It is interesting that only 16.6% of respondents consider a socially vulnerable 
group of people of no fixed abode to be worthwhile consideration by NPOs. Un-
employed people are rarely mentioned too (13.7%). 

It’s evident that military members and their families (7.8%), entrepreneurs and 
business representatives (2.8%), homeowners (1%) fall out of the priority target 
groups. But it’s rather unexpected to observe women (7.5%), migrants (3.3%), 
ethnic minorities (2.7%), and persons in custody (2.8%) being no priority. As we 
can see, the bias is again towards socially disadvantaged groups.

Positive comments regarding NPOs’ activities cause the agreement of Vladimir’s 
residents, while negative ones lead to disagreement (Table 5).
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Table 4. Distribution of answers to the question “What groups of people should be the 
primary targets of NPOs’ activities?” (% of respondents’ number; one could choose 
multiple answers)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than  50

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Veterans and retired 
people 68,7 61,7 73,9 69,4 60,6 80,8

Disabled people, 
families with disabled 
children

60,9 57,8 63,3 53,9 62,0 79,2
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The most common opinion is that a) non-profit organizations contribute to the 
solution of social problems and the development of social sphere, and b) NPOs 
protect citizens’ rights and promote public initiative.

At the same time, it should be kept in mind that while minority of respondents 
suspect NPOs in their work for foreign states, every fourth respondent blames 
NPOs for using funds allocated to them for their leaders’ interests and every fifth 
respondent blames NPOs for providing services and assistance only to their mem-
bers. Although the majority of citizens disagreed with these theses as well.

We can also point out as a relatively negative result that one third of Vladimir’s 
residents do not believe that NPOs stand ready to control business activities.

As mentioned above, an important factor in the development of non-profit sec-
tor is its financial independence. Residents of Vladimir do not have much confidence 
in the efficiency of NPO funded by business representatives, political parties and 
private individuals, and traditionally rely on state corporations and public author-
ities (Table 6). This can be regarded as state paternalism which is  peculiar to the 
collective consciousness of Russians.

Table 4 (end)
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Children without parental 
care, street children, dif-
ficult adolescents

54,5 51,8 56,6 53,1 57,0 54,4

Large families, foster 
families, families in dif-
ficult life situations

52,1 44,2 58,1 51,9 53,4 50,4

Low income groups 45,0 46,5 43,9 44,4 53,4 32,0
Young people 41,8 44,2 40,0 52,5 33,5 25,6
Persons of no fixed 
abode 16,6 14,9 17,9 17,8 14,0 17,6

Unemployed persons 13,7 16,5 11,7 13,9 15,8 9,6
Military members and 
their families 7,8 12,9 4,0 5,6 7,7 14,4

Women 7,5 5,9 8,7 3,9 7,2 18,4
Migrants 3,3 3,6 3,0 5,3 1,8 0,0
Persons in custody 2,8 4,0 2,0 3,6 0,5 4,8
Entrepreneurs, business 
representatives 2,8 3,0 2,7 3,3 3,6 0,0

Ethnic minority groups 2,7 2,0 3,2 4,4 1,4 0,0
Homeowners 1,0 0,7 1,2 1,7 0,5 0,0
Residents of certain 
areas 0,8 1,0 0,7 1,7 0,0 0,0
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On the other hand, the majority of respondents believe that core financial re-
sources lay in the hands of state representatives, not private individuals. Thus, 
respondents held them responsible for financing socially oriented NPOs. However, 
such conclusions require a deeper and more detailed study of the issue. 

As for the issue of financing non-commercial organizations from abroad, 
Vladimir’s residents have divided into three almost equal groups: a third do not 
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Table 5. The evaluation of different judgments about NPO (% of respondents’ number)
Non-profit organizations Agree Disagree Not sure

1. Protect citizens’ rights, promote public 
initiative 60,5 6,2 33,3

2. Set up for individual tasks that serve 
their leaders’ interests 24,0 35,7 40,3

3. Carry out independent public control 
over the activities of state and municipal 
bodies

29,3 21,9 48,8

4. Protect constitutional rights and free-
doms of citizens 43,2 17,1 39,8

5. Contribute to social problem solving 
and social sphere development 62,6 9,2 28,2

6. Provide services and assistance only to 
members of their organization 19,9 44,4 36,7

7. Carry out independent public control 
over business activities 17,2 33,9 48,9

8. Waste money allocated to them 12,3 47,8 39,9
9. Work for foreign countries’ interests not 
for Russia 7,3 49,9 42,7

Table 6. Distribution of answers to the question “Who should finance the NPOs’ activi-
ties?” (% of respondents’ number; one could choose multiple answers)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than 50

State corporations 
(«Gazprom», «Rosneft» 
and etc)

60,8 53,5 66,3 60,4 66,1 52,8

State and municipal 
bodies 60,1 63,5 57,6 62,7 57,8 56,8

Private entrepreneurs and 
business representatives 38,9 39,5 38,5 47,4 34,9 21,6

Political parties 38,7 40,1 37,7 38,4 38,5 40,0
Individual citizens 11,3 10,7 11,7 14,8 8,3 6,4
Religious organizations 8,5 10,4 7,2 10,3 5,0 9,6
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see anything wrong with it, a little less than a third are against foreign financing, 
and a little more than a third have not yet formed a definite opinion (Table 7). The 
assessment of this issue reveals a significant generation gap: most young people 
favour funding NPOs from abroad, while the older generation, on the contrary, sees 
this as a threat. 

It seems interesting how Vladimir’s residents assess their ability to influence the 
problems of the local community. The vast majority of respondents tend to blame 
their fellow citizens for the lack of proper activity in solving the city problems, 
believing that all possibilities are available (Table 8). In 2011, this viewpoint was 
less common1. 

According to Vladimir’s residents, the best forms of participation in solving 
urban problems are (Table 9): 

Table 7. Distribution of answers to the question “May NPO get foreign financial 
support?” (в % от общего числа ответивших)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than 50

Yes, they may 34,0 31,2 36,1 45,2 25,3 16,8

No, they may not 29,8 33,1 27,3 22,3 33,9 44,0

Not sure 36,2 35,7 36,6 32,5 40,8 39,2

Table 8. Distribution of answers to the question “Can the citizens of Vladimir partici-
pate in solving local problems?” (% of respondents’ number)

Answer Option Average
Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than 50

Yes, they can 17,3 16,1 18,1 15,5 17,6 21,6
Yes, they can but don’t 
feel the need 57,4 54,9 59,3 62,0 60,6 38,4

No, they can’t but feel the 
need 16,0 16,1 15,9 14,4 17,3 18,4

No, they can’t and don’t 
feel the need 9,3 12,9 6,7 8,1 4,5 21,6

1 The study was carried out by the Mid-Russian Consulting Center in June 2011 in Vladimir 
using a sample similar to that described above. A questionnaire method was used to 
collect information. At the same time, the number of respondents was slightly higher — 
1185 people.
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Table 9. Distribution of answers to the question “What will allow citizens to participate 
more actively in solving urban problems?” (% of respondents’ number; one could choose 
multiple answers)

Answer Option Average

Sex Age

M F 18-30 31-50 Older 
than 50

Public hearings on issues 
affecting citizens’ inter-
ests

46,3 40,8 50,2 48,2 46,7 40,0

Referendums on critical 
urban development is-
sues

24,9 27,4 23,1 30,1 13,1 30,4

Formation of a large 
number of independent 
public organizations

17,7 16,4 18,7 19,7 18,2 11,2

Return to direct elections 
of the City Mayor 15,4 13,7 16,7 10,4 16,8 27,2

Creating dedicated sites 
where citizens can share 
their concerns and opin-
ions on urban develop-
ment

37,6 34,6 39,8 40,6 40,2 24,8

TV talk shows on critical 
issues involving citizens 17,1 16,1 17,9 14,9 20,1 18,4

Active participation in 
the work of HOAs and 
housing companies, etc.

17,4 13,4 20,4 18,0 15,4 19,2

Participation in rallies, 
demonstrations, protests 15,4 23,3 9,7 13,8 17,3 16,8

Participation in city im-
provement projects 29,0 22,3 33,8 29,6 31,8 22,4

Active participation of 
most citizens in major 
city development issues 
will interfere with the 
work of local authorities

11.0 12,3 10,0 11,5 12,6 6,4

 — holding public hearings on issues affecting citizens’ interests (46.3%);
 — creating dedicated sites where citizens can share their concerns and opinions on 

urban development (37.6%);
 — participation in city improvement projects (29.0%);
 — holding referendums on critical urban development issues (24.9%).
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Measures such as formation of a large number of independent public organiza-

tions (17.7%), active participation in the work of HOAs and housing companies, 
etc., making TV talk shows on critical issues involving citizens (about 17%), par-
ticipation in rallies, demonstrations, protests, return to direct elections of the city 
mayor (15.4%) have been less needed. Finally, every tenth respondent (11.0%) 
thinks that the active participation of the majority of citizens in the main issues of 
city development will only interfere with the work of the city authorities.

Compared to the data of our survey conducted in 2011, respondents became less 
interested in such measures as active participation in the work of HOAs, housing 
companies, etc., making TV talk shows on the issues of city development. This 
may be due to the fact that previously made similar talk shows have completely 
disappeared from local TV broadcast. Much to our regret, there has been less in-
terest in the return to direct elections of the city mayor. 

CONCLUSION
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of NPOs for the development of civ-
il society in our country. It is therefore difficult to disagree with T. B. Yakimova, who 
views non-profit organizations as the main institution of civil society in Russia: 

“In a number of cases, non-profit organizations function more successfully and 
more economically than state institutions. Unlike public sector organizations, 
non-profit organizations can respond quickly to the needs of society and devel-
op and provide a wide range of programmes and services in the priority areas 
without delay. Non-profit organizations are the main institutions of civil socie-
ty. Civil society acts as the main partner of public authorities in solving the 
problems faced by society” [19, p. 116]. 

The article demonstrates that the population has developed a certain awareness of 
these organizations, and that social expectations are formed from their activity.

To sum up, according to their answers, the residents of Vladimir have a rather 
high level of awareness about the activities of non-profit organizations and assess 
their activities in a positive way. However, the city residents’ knowledge about the 
activities of non-profit organizations is limited. Thus, about two thirds of respond-
ents could not name any non-profit organizations they knew.

At the same time, we revealed a serious “bias” in the respondents’ views on the 
role of non-profit organizations in solving problems of the local community. The 
majority of Vladimir’s residents regard non-profit organizations as operators which 
help the state take care of socially vulnerable groups at the expense of state corpo-
rations and the state budget. The minority of respondents consider NPOs to be 
protectors of personal, economic or political rights of citizens.

The research provides us with the assessment of the level of demand for 
various areas of NPO activity. The analysis of the obtained data showed that 
there was a serious contradiction between the demand for the areas of NPO 
activity in the respondents’ attitudes, on the one hand, and the real needs of 
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some deprived groups of population, on the other. In particular, only every 
sixth respondent considers such socially vulnerable group of population as 
persons of no fixed abode to deserve NPOs’ attention. Unemployed people are 
rarely mentioned as well. Military members and their families, entrepreneurs 
and business representatives, homeowners, women, migrants, and ethnic mi-
norities, as well as persons in custody, take even lower positions among pri-
ority target groups of NPO activities. 

The survey of residents’ attitudes has shown that they do not consider a 
number of significant deprived groups of population to be the object of NPO 
activity. As a result, it prevents weakening social exclusion of these groups. 
It is therefore necessary to raise public awareness about the goals and capa-
bilities of NPOs, and these organizations themselves must be engaged in it as 
well. This will certainly contribute to the development of those aspects of 
civil society that non-profit organizations currently disregard.
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